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        	We are investors with impact,

	creating sustainable value in our

	businesses and communities

    	





        	We invest

	in valueWe invest in solid, mid-market companies and guide them through a sustainable, digital and international transformation.Read more


    	





        	We invest

	to generate positive social
and environmental impact We understand that our investment decisions impact the life of our funds' companies, their employees and communities. Our purpose is to create sustainable value in our businesses and communities.Read more


    	





        	We invest

	in peopleWe invest in long-lasting partnerships and in proven leadership teams.Read more


    	





        	We invest

	in digital
transformationWe support our businesses with expertise and investment to implement the right digital tools to ensure resilience, operational efficiency and drive future growth.Read More


    	





        	We invest

	in international
growthWe expand the international footprint of our portfolio companies during ownership through organic and inorganic growth opportunities.Read More


    	







    
                        Abac at a glance

        
            TEAM
20Professionals


            EXPERIENCE
+100Years senior team


            ABAC FAST FORWARD
+30Operating Partners from different sectors and areas of expertise


            COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
[image: ]

            AUM
+600Million €


            PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
11Abac partners have invested over €3.7bn in over 40 companies globally


            INTERNATIONAL REVENUES
+40%Of portfolio company revenue 


            INVESTORS
+95%Institutional investors backing the strategy


        

            




    
        
                                    Our Purpose & ValuesOur investment decisions impact the life of our funds' portfolio companies, their employees and communities. Since inception, sustainability and a strong culture of citizenship underpin the way we conduct business. Our purpose is to "create sustainable value in our businesses and communities."

            
                INTEGRITY
We share an uncompromising commitment to do the right thing.



                TRANSPARENCY
We are direct and honest in our internal and external communications.



                EXCELLENCE
We work hard to excel at all we do and to deliver outstanding solutions.



                ENTREPRENEURSHIP
We seek new opportunities. See a problem? Bring a solution. See an opportunity? Chase it!



                ACCOUNTABILITY
We take responsibility for our actions individually and as a team.



                RESPECT
We are enriched by diverse opinions and backgrounds, and we respect people of all races, nationalities and beliefs.



                TEAM
We play, win and lose together.



                SOCIAL CONSCIENCE
We share our time, knowledge and resources with those who need it.



                CONSISTENCY
We do what we say.
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            LOCATION
Barcelona OfficeLleó XIII, 24
Barcelona 08022
T. +34 93 545 65 00
enquiries@abaccapital.comMadrid OfficeClaudio Coello 33 2o A
Madrid 28001T. +34 91 578 92 57
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept


Manage consent
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Analytics" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to store the user consent for cookies in the category "Others".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to store the user consent for cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	qtrans_front_language	1 year	This cookie is set by qTranslate WordPress plugin. The cookie is used to manage the preferred language of the visitor.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	session	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_LYQ7LSYC5J	session	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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